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That's it. We're finally doing it.
Doing what?
Getting our alpha spaces from the container store.
All of them?
Check this text. For alpha's 75th anniversary, everything alpha is 35% off.
So let's do our closet. The pantry and the garage.
Yes, and I could get it all installed before the holidays.
Or we could have them install it, you know, for more weakened freedom.
Haha, now you're talking.
There's nothing like 35% off everything alpha to get you motivated only at the container store.
What do you know I'm a karaoke specialist?
Ah, but yes, I had forgotten, indeed.
He has a karaoke microphone.
Ah, yes, he lights it up, which is great.
He knows how to do it very, very well, Florian.
I'm going to bring it to you.
Can you tell us, Jonathan, for example?
Well, it's great, it's sublime, it's great, with his guitar, it's longer.
Jonathan!
I, Jonathan, accompanied by the famous duo, after the three coffees of Rue Gourmand,
the two coffees of Rue Gourmand, Patrick Jean-Vrains and Basiaton!
We don't understand what she's saying, but even better, she says it anyway, Marseille-Yacoube!
But they talk like that, really, karaoke animators?
Absolutely, they talk like that, in commercial animations!
With their microphone!
It's a bit like Charles de Gaulle, right?
Yes, you can also sell hi-horses in the market.
But what do I do?
Maybe sell the room at the time of Gérard Junio?
You know him!
With hair, there is no rain, but like a kiwi, it's Gérard Junio!
Welcome tonight to this karaoke, big heads!
Special Anikordi!
Anikordi!
She left us, but she's still there in our hearts, in our voices, in our ears.
There is Christophe Bougrand who is going to introduce us, of course.
Fridaoum Papa!
Attention, we're going to Germany, we're going to Alaska, we're going to Holland, let's go!
La la la la la!
I'm Fridaoum Papa!
Run side, run!
Caroline Diamant, Caroline Diamant is here tonight!
It's a diamond, if you see it, incredible!
She goes up in the clouds, she goes down in the clouds, she goes everywhere!
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She sings in the background of her slip, Caroline, what is she singing tonight?
I wish you all the best!
Yeah, yeah, yeah!
Yeah, yeah, yeah!
He has a sunny voice, he comes from the studio, he's from Marseille,
the more beautiful life, the better the sound, the better the pronunciation,
with a little storm!
What we're going to do is you're going to ask an Italian song,
each of the big heads, we're going to start with Boudair and so on, let's go!
But under this hat, there's a voice and a talent,
Laurent Signole d'Oran, it was Pierre Benichaud,
here's Marrakech Boudair's Moano with an Italian song!
Yeah, yeah, great!
We called Boudair, when Google doesn't know an answer,
we called him Paul Elcat!
Oh, the drummer, the drummer!
I've seen the drummers!
But this one, he comes from outside, he comes from far, he comes from there,
Jean-Pierre Jancet!
Didier Lamoroso!
Ta-da-da-da-da-da-da-da-da-da-da!
Didier Lamoroso!
And in the end, the whole lord, all honored by the man in the cap
and the magic plan that Laurent Bafi!
Vape en coulo!
Yeah, it was the Karaoke, Kenzie Dorian, Gazan!
At the end of the night, the historian is in Gaugat,
he's in Gaugat with a performance by L'Anigordi,
Frank Ferrand, what's he going to sing for us?
Maybe Jean-Cacao!
Not even!
Which one?
Saïra Mieux-Demain!
Ah, I love it!
Saïra Mieux-Demain!
Saïra Mieux-Demain!
Bravo, Frank Ferrand!
Frank, Frank, Frank Ferrand!
All the suns for Frank Ferrand!
Jeudi Frank-Boulith!
Ferrand!
Jeudi Frank-Boulith!
Ferrand!
And now, Jeudi Laurent-Boulith!
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Enrique!
No, Bafi!
Laurent-Bafi!
Laurent-Bafi, of course, under this dose of vulgarity,
there is a heart that goes, there is sensitivity,
there is a lot of romanticism,
there is a lot of emotion,
maybe with the next song by L'Anigordi,
Laurent, it's your turn!
Hello, Dolly!
It's Joey Starr, that's it!
It's Louis Domestrong!
And we obviously end with all gentlemen,
all honoured by the master of serenity,
Laurent!
Laurent Husky!
Who is going to interpret us, of course,
you know the little guy from before today,
Superstar Parisien,
but he hasn't forgotten,
it's his 45th anniversary,
his Monce Disque by L'Anigordi!
Take the time to welcome a rose,
because in the pink city,
it will never last,
just for a moment,
take the time to see the bird passing by,
and to see its trace in the sky at the moment,
Laurent Husky!
Believe me, I've had parties,
but the most memorable party
of all the holidays I've been able to do,
it's a party where Mr. Gazan,
by the way, he even offered me a karaoke mic.
With a bit of echo,
to make the karaoke animator,
of course, of course,
this is the karaoke with the best tubes,
the biggest tubes,
Céline Dion,
Herbert Léonard,
Saint-Jacques-Golvin,
all the best,
all the best,
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the words are from your screen,
let's start with the one
called the Diva du Havre,
Laurent Husky,
and for you tonight.
Oh, last one,
the wine is a game for you.
Oh, Laurent Husky,
formidable!
Right away, for your greatest pleasure,
imagine,
we have Cléline Maréline Monroe
and Jean-Claude Godin,
I'm from Paris!
As a boy,
I have hair,
as a boy,
I wear a blouse,
I have a médeforme
and a big belt,
she is like a boy!
Congratulations to the coefficients
of theuta,
beautiful women,
we applaud you!
Follow-up,
theformación chaval,
by built-over school,
she is not going up
like Nan,
but she overcame
the hair and she is
much higher.
Great !
He hears the noise of the glasses!
The sirens of the port of LA!
Congratulations to Snorriant-Gazan, in any case!
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